India, After Packets, Express Mail and Late Fees

FEE PAID.

Scope: This exhibit demonstrates the special rates that were used to expedite outgoing mail in pre UPU India.
The importance of the English Mail to colonial settlers and business owners in 19th century India cannot be overemphasized. Cut oﬀ from home and both relatives and
business partners, letters were their only way to communicate with the outside world. The opportunity to send mail was relatively limited. From 1854 Ships left once
every two weeks from both Calcutta (stopping in Madras) and every two weeks from Bombay. With the advent of good rail service in India this later changed to weekly
sailings from Bombay and the Calcutta route was canceled. For business houses in India, as in Great Britain, being even one day ahead with the news gave a proﬁt,
could make a deal or provide other advantage and letters arriving to the post oﬃce after the mails had closed could be delayed by more than one week.
Because the steamer route from Bombay was more direct than it was from Calcutta/Madras, it could be advantageous to send mail overland from Calcutta or Madras
to Bombay to meet the steamer. The mail packet in all post oﬃces was closed on a speciﬁc day at a speciﬁc time. However there was always a desire to be able to post
letters after the normal packet closing times. The need for extra services was recognized by everyone including the Indian Government. As a result After Packets,
Overland Expresses and Late Fees were organized and available, but these extra postal services were assessed an extra fee.
1. The After Packet. The after packet is unique to India as a way of expediting the mail by paying an extra
fee. In this exhibit examples are limited to the Calcutta After Packet. The reason for this is that in
Bombay or Madras the after packet was interchangeable with and just another form of a late fee and the
amount charged for using the after packet in these cities was the same as the late fee. Since letters were EXHIBIT PLAN:
I.
Calcutta After Packet
rarely noted as to why there was an extra charge, it is impossible to tell which is what. This was diﬀerent
in Calcutta. Because of the shoals at the entry to the Bay of Bengal, steamers had to anchor oﬀ Kedgeree
A.
1 Oct 1854 -1 Apr 1870
after leaving Calcutta prior to departing for Madras to wait for the proper tide. Calcutta after packet
letters could be sent to Kedgeree 1-2 days after the close of the regular mail, using a system of runners
II.
Overland Express to Bombay
(land Dak) or small boats and then the mail was transferred to the steamer. The fee for this service, which
A.
1 Oct 1854 - 1 Jan 1864
was equal to the rate for normal Indian inland postage based on the tola for weight (1 tola = 2/5 oz), was
B.
1 Jan 1864 - 13 Mar 1867
much less than the Calcutta late fee. Before October 1854 payment was made in cash, but after that date,
payment in stamps for was required for this special service. As the inland rate for Indian mail did not
C.
23 Mar 1867 - 1 Feb 1870
change during the whole period it existed so the after packet is shown as a single chapter with no subchapters. The need for the Calcutta after packet ceased after rapid and reliable Indian rail service to
III.
Late Fees
Bombay was established and the westbound mail service from Calcutta was discontinued.
A.
1 Oct 1854 - 1 Jan 1867
2. The Overland Express. Special overland express services using a combination of runners and horses
B.
1 July 1867 - 1 July 1878
were set up between Bombay and both Calcutta and Madras in both directions. These expresses operated
between 1840 and 1870. Express fees were based on weight, ﬁrst in tolas until 1860 and then thereafter in
oz. They could only be paid in cash until 1864 when payment by stamps was instituted and required. The
rates were reduced in 1867 and this service was discontinued in 1870 as the result of the development of
the Indian railway service, which was faster and cheaper than men and horses.
3. The Indian Late Fee system was no diﬀerent than the systems in other countries. It was not based on weight and from 1840 to 1867 was ﬁxed at 8A.
After this time, except in Bombay where it changed in 1872, the rate was lowered to 2A to 4A and sometimes 8A, and was ﬂexible depending on how late
and where (Post Oﬃce, Rail Station, on Board Train, Dock, or on Board Ship) the letter was posted.

I. The Calcutta After Packet

IA: 1 Oct 1854-1 Apr 1870

½ A for up to ¼ tola After Packet Rate
Overland Route in Red
Water Route in Blue

1862 single weight paid after packet letter from Calcutta 10 Feb to London 12 Mar.
6A paid the rate to England “via Marseilles” for letters weighing up to ¼ oz and ½ A paid the After Packet rate from Calcutta to Kedgeree for letters
weighing up to ¼ tola. ms Per After Packet designation lower left is unusual as most letters were NOT so designated and can only be identiﬁed by the
postage paid and the date of posting. This letter left Calcutta by water by noon to meet the P&O steamer Nemisis one day after the regular mails.

½ A for up to ¼ tola After Packet Rate

Calcutta After Packet 1856-1870

1862 Single weight letter from Calcutta 23 Oct to London 27 Nov via the After Packet.
“Stamped 6½ Ans” 6A paid the rate to England “via Marseilles” for letters weighing up to ¼ oz and ½A paid the
After Packet rate from Calcutta to Kegree for letters weighing up to ¼ tola. This letter left Calcutta by land prior to
2PM to meet the P&O steamer Simla one day after the closing of the regular mails. As is often the case there is
no endorsement for the After Packet.

1A for up to ½ tola inland rate

1863 Single weight paid letter from Calcutta Mar 9 to London 20 Apr via the After Packet.
“Stamped 7 Annas” 6A paying the rate to England “via Marseilles” for letters weighing up to ¼ oz and 1A paying the
After Packet rate from Calcutta to Kedgeree for letters weighing up to ½ tola. Preprinted endorsement per Overland
via Marseilles envelope. It appears that on arrival to the Post Oﬃce the transit was more expeditious by sea and this
letter left Calcutta by water by 2PM to meet the P&O S.S. Simla one day after the closing of the regular mails.

Calcutta After Packet 1854-1870
1A for up to ½ tola inland rate

1863 Single rate paid letter from Bancoorah 8 Apr to Cambridge England (no receiving PM)
ms Stamped 7 Annas, 6A paid the rate to England “via Marseilles” for letters weighing up to ¼ oz and 1A paid the After Packet rate from
Calcutta to Kegree for letters weighing up to ½ tola.

The letter has the unusual ms endorsement “via Kedgeree and Marseilles” as the
sender knew that if the letter arrived in Calcutta on 9 April that it could meet the After
Packet for Kedgeree. The After Packet was advertised to leave by land by 4PM to meet
the P&O S.S. Mooltan one day after the normal closing of the regular mails to England.

1866 single weight paid letter from Calcutta 23 Jul to Glasgow, Scotland 26 Aug via the Calcutta After Packet.
Endorsed per After Packet, per Simla 6A8p paid the single rate for letters weighing up to ½ oz sent to England “via Marseilles” and 1A
paid the inland postage for After Packet letters weighing up to ½ tola. This letter met the S.S. Simla in Kedgeree per the endorsement
despite the fact that there was no After Packet announcement for this sailing. This letter is the only known After Packet letter using a 6A
Revenue stamp overprinted “POSTAGE” in green used because of a shortage of postage stamps.

Calcutta After Packet 1854-1870
1A for up to ½ tola inland rate

1858 ½ tola single weight After Packet letter from Calcutta 23 Sep arriving Pt de Galle Ceylon 7 Oct.
4 A paid the single rate to Ceylon. 1A paid the inland after packet rate for letters weighing up to ½ tolaposted up
to 6PM. The only after packet was by water. Red ms 4d credit to India

This is the only known example of an After Packet letter sent to Ceylon

2A for ½ to1 tola Inland Rate

1863 single weight paid after packet letter from Calcutta 9 Mar via Marseilles 19 Apr to Lyons France 21 Apr.
2A paid the after packet inland rate to Kedgeree for letters between ½ and 1 tola (1/5-2/5 oz) and 5A4p paid the single rate for letters
weighing up to ¼ oz sent to France “via Marseilles” . This letter met the P&O S.S. Simla 1 day after close of the mails.

Calcutta After Packet 1854-1870
2A for letters weighing less than1 tola

1864 single weight After Packet letter from Calcutta 9 May arriving Hong Kong 7 Jun.
2A paid the inland after packet rate for letters weighing up to 1 tola to met the P&O steamer Simla. 4A paid the single
rate from India to Hong Kong for letters weighing up to ½ oz. Although it was thought that there were no after packet
letters sent to Hong Kong several examples are now known.

1859 single weight After Packet letter sent from Calcutta 9 Mar via via Hong Kong 10 Apr arriving
Manila (no arrival date stamp). 4A paid the single rate for letters weighing up to ½oz from India to The Philippines.
2A paid the after packet fee for letters posted by 1PM weighing 1 tola. This letter was sent on the P&O steamer Alma.

Calcutta After Packet 1854-1870
3A for 1-1½ tola Inland Rate

1862 double weight paid after packet letter from Calcutta 23 Sept to Lyon 25 Oct.
10A8p paid the rate to France “via France” for letters weighing up to ½ oz and 3A paying the After Packet rate from Calcutta to Kedgeree for
letters weighing between 1 and 1½ tola. Endorsed per Nubia via France per After Packet. This letter left Calcutta by water by 2PM to meet
the P&O S.S. Nubia oﬀ Kedgeree.

1857 single weight (½oz) paid printed circular from Calcutta 23 Oct to Genova Italy “via Trieste”.
8A paid the rate to Alexandria for letters weighing up to ½ oz sent “via Trieste” the remaining 3A paid the After Packet
rate to Kedgeree for letters weighing up more than 1 tola but less than 1½ tola. 1/ credit to England, ms 10 black
accountancy mark 10 decimi due from recipient.

Calcutta After Packet 1854-1870
4A for 1½-2 tola After Packet Rate

1856 ¾ oz unpaid after packet letter from Calcutta 4 Jun via London 17 Jul to Birmingham 17 Jul.
2/3 was due from the recipient for letters weighing up to ¾ oz and 4A paid the After Packet rate from Calcutta to Kegree.

Ms endorsement per Oriental per After Packet via Marseilles indicates that it left Calcutta
with the after packet at 2:00 on 4 Jun. The attached 4A postage paid the required inland
rate for letters weighing between 1½ and 2 tolas. (3/5 -4/5 oz) traveling by the After Packet.

1860 2 tola double weight After Packet letter letter from Calcutta 10 Jan arriving Hong Kong 6 Feb.
4A paid the inland After Packet rate for letters weighing up to 2 tolas posted by 2PM to be transmitted to the P&O
steamer Bentinck. 8A paid the double rate from India to Hong Kong for letters weighing up to 1 oz.

6A for letters weighing less than 3 tolas (6/5 oz)

Calcutta After Packet 1854-1870

1855 Bearing four times weight after packet letter from Calcutta 9 Jan via London 13 Feb to Birmingham England 14 Feb.
ms 4/6 due from recipient for Bearing letters up to 1 oz. This letter traveled on the P&O steamer Bengal from Kedgeree to Suez. Ms endorsement
stamped to Kedgeree indicates that this letter used the after Packet which left Calcutta at 1PM on 9 Jan. The attached 6A postage paid the required
inland rate for letters weighing more than 2 tolas (4/5 oz) but less than 3 tolas (6/5 oz) traveling by the After Packet.

1855 bearing ﬁve times weight after packet letter from Calcutta 9 Feb to Birmingham England 20 Mar.
ms 7/9 due from recipient for Bearing letters up to 1¼ oz. This letter traveled on the P&O SS Bentinck from Kedgeree to Suez. No
inland postage was due for letters posted from Calcutta because it was a contract port. Ms endorsement stamped to Kedgeree
indicates that this letter used the After Packet which left Calcutta at 1:30 on 9 Feb. The attached 6A postage paid the required
inland rate for letters weighing less than 3 tolas (6/5 oz) traveling by the After Packet.

II. Overland Express to Bombay

IIA: 1 Oct 1854-1 Jul 1865

Steam Postage +1r for up to ¼ oz, 2r
for up to ½ oz Must be Paid in Cash
1r Express Fee--Paid in Cash

1862 single weight late letter from Calcutta 2 July via express to Bombay 10 July to London 7 Aug.
6A pays the postage for single weight letters weighing up to ¼ oz sent “via Marseilles”. Ms Cash 1 Rpe indicates payment or
letters weighing up to ¼ oz sent from Calcutta to Bombay by the Express Packet. Red PP was applied in Marseilles and
indicates that the letter was Post Paid.

2r Express Fee--Paid in Cash

1862 double weight paid letter from Calcutta 4 June via express to Bombay 6 June arriving in
Bombay 12 June to London 9 July. 8A pays the rate for letters weighing more than ¼ oz but less than ½ oz sent “via
Marseilles”. ms “Paid 2r” = the Overland Express fee for letters weighing up to ½ oz which could only be paid in cash.

Steam Rate + 16A (1 Rs) for the Overland
Express per ½ oz Must be Paid with Stamps

IIB: 1 Jan 1864 -13 Mar 1867

1866 single weight paid letter from Calcutta 17 July to Liverpool (no receiving pm) paying the 6A8p single rate for
letters weighing up to ½ oz sent “via Marseilles”. ms endorsement “ per Express via Bombay Marseilles”. The Express rate from Calcutta
to Bombay changed 22 Jan 1865 from 2Rs per ½ oz paid in Cash to 1Rs per ½ oz which as of 31 Jan 1865 was to be paid in stamps. This letter is
one of two known EXPRESS letters using a 6A Revenue stamp overprinted “POSTAGE” in green used because of a shortage of postage stamps.

STEAM POSTAGE + 1Rs EXPRESS FEE PER ½ oz + 8A Late Fee

1866 single weight paid letter from Madras 23 Nov to Bordeaux France 24 Dec. 5A4p paid the single
rate for letters to France weighing up to ¼ oz sent “via Marseilles”. 1r was added to pay the Overland express from
Madras to Bombay as designated by ms Express over the stamps. This letter was also posted late and 8A in stamps was
applied to the back of the letter to pay the LATE FEE for letters posted up to 15 min before the dispatch of the mails.

Only Known Example of an Express Letter also Paying a Late Fee

Steam Rate + 4A for the Overland Express
per ½ oz Must be Paid with Stamps

IIC: 13 Mar 1867 - 19 Oct 1870

1867 single weight paid letter from Madras 4 July via London 6 Aug to Dundee Scotland 15 June.
In March 1867 the rate for Express mail from Madras was reduced from 1R per ½ oz to 4A per ½ oz until the
termination of Express mail service in 1870

Officers Rate 6A8p+Express Fee 4A per ½ oz

1869 single weight paid Oﬃcers Letter from Madras 3 June, via Bombay 8 June and London 3 July to Prestonpans
Scotland 4 July. 6A8P paid special single rate for an Oﬃcers Letters sent “via Marseilles” + 4A Overland Express fee from Madras to Bombay.
One of 2 known examples of an Officers rate express letter.

Express Fee 4A per ½ oz

Express Mails 1868-1870

1868 single weight paid letter from Calcutta 21 Aug to Edinburgh Scotland 21 Sept, redirected to Greenock Scotland 21 Sept.
8A8p paid the single rate for letters weighing less than ½ oz plus 4A for the Overland Express rate for letters up to ½ oz to Bombay. Endorsed “After Packet” but
as no there was no after packet announced in 1868 it was sent by Overland Express to Bombay as indicated by the EXPRESS LETTR pm which was in use in
Calcutta from July 1867 -- Sept. 1868. Redirected in Edinburgh with 1d British postage for the forwarding fee in Scotland.

Express Fee 8A per 1 oz

1868 Triple weight Express Letter sent from Calcutta 12 Jun via Marseilles 13 Jul arriving St. Etienne France 15 Jul.
1r(16A) paid the triple rate for letters weighing up to 22g (¾ oz) sent from India to France. Because the Express Fee was based on
weight, 8A paid the double weight Express Fee for letters weighing up to 1oz as indicated by the EXPRESS LETTR pm on reverse.

IIIA: 1 Oct 1854 - 1 Jan 1868

III. Late Fee
Late Fee--8A Regardless of Weight

1857 double weight unpaid late letter from Madras 8 May to Marseilles France 6 Jun.
Prepayment to France was not permitted at this time. 16 decimes due for letters weighing up to 15 gm sent
“via Marseilles”. 8 A paid the late fee at the postoﬃce for letters posted 15 min after the close of the mails.

1858 single rate letter from Bombay 11 May to Mauritius 30 May routed via Galle.
4A paid the single packet rate for letters weighing less than ½ oz from India to Mauritius . Red ms 4d credit to
India per the inter-colonial treaty. Black boxed Fee Paid R. ½ indicates a late fee paid of ½ rupee or 8A paid
in cash, red circular hs Bombay BPP paid indicates British packet postage paid.

This is the only known boxed late fee cover from Bombay to Mauritius

Late Fee--8A Regardless of Weight
16A -- 2 oz rate + 8A Late Fee

1860 4X rate Late Fee letter from Bombay 9 Apr to Aden 23 Apr. 16A(1r) paid the 4 times packet rate for letters weighing up to
2 oz from India to Aden. Red 2/ ms credit to GB which would account for 16A paid. At this time there was an 8A charge for Late
Letters which was rarely acknowledged on the letter, but can only be deduced by the rate.
This is the only late fee cover from Bombay to Aden known to me

1862 single weight late letter from Bombay 17 Oct to London 4 Nov.
6A paid the postage for single weight letters weighing up to ¼ oz sent “via Marseilles”. An additional 8A pays the late fee
regardless of weight and allowed the letter to be accepted up to 15 min after the closing of the mails.

Rare example of documentation of Late Fee payment with boxed FEE PAID.
8A stamp repaired, no postal markings added

IIIB: 1 Jan 1868 - 1 Jul 1879
MADRAS LATE FEES 1872 - 2A UP TO 1HR AFTER CLOSE OF MAILS AT THE POST OFFICE

1869 Single weight paid letter from Madras 20 Dec, via Bombay 22 Dec, and Brindisi 8
Jan to Genova Italy arriving 9 Dec. 6A8p paid the single rate for letters to Italy “via Brindisi” weighing up
to ½ oz. The remaining 2A paid the Late Fee in Madras for letters posted up to 1 hr after the close of the mails at
the Madras GPO. It is very unusual to have the ms Paid late fee 2A designation.

CALCUTTA LATE FEE 1870 - 4A FOR MAIL POSTED 30 MIN TO 1 HOUR AFTER CLOSE OF MAILS
AT POST OFFICE AND 2½ HOURS AFTER CLOSE OF MAILS AT ARMENIAN GHAT RAILWAY STATION

1872 double weight paid letter from Calcutta 13 Dec, via Sea Post Oﬃce 16 Dec to Genova Italy 4 Jan 1873.
13A4p paid the double rate for letters weighing up to 1 oz sent to Italy “via Brindisi” and 4A paid the Late Fee.

BOMBAY LATE FEES - DID NOT CHANGE FROM 8A UNTIL AFTER 1 JULY 1871

1871 Single weight paid letter from Bombay 11 Mar via Brindisi to Glasgow Scotland 1 Apr.
8A paid the single rate for letters weighing up to ½ oz sent to Great Britain “via Brindisi” + 8A Late Fee.

It is very unusual to have the ms Late Fee designation.

BOMBAY LATE FEES - AFTER 1 JULY 1871
4A Late Fee for letters posted at Apollo Pier up to ½ hour prior to ships departure from 1 July 1872

1873 double weight Late
Fee letter sent from
Bombay via Brindisi 5 Sep
via Brindisi 27 Sep
arriving Antwerp Belgium
30 Sep.
1r3A4p (19A4p) paid the
double rate for letters
weighing up to 1oz from
India to Belgium. 4A paid
the Late Fee for letters posted
up to ½ hour prior to the
sailing of the P&O Steamer
at Apollo Pier.

